
 

Guillermou

Cancers and heart attacks are destroying health and killing young people who have minimal risk of

disorders from Covid. REPORTS FROM THE FRONT LINES OF THE VACCINE CATASTROPHE. By PIERRE

KORY, MD, MPA Troubling reports describing the plight of patients, doctors and hospitals over the last 9

months. Docs and nurses are "waking up." Oncologists are seeing tons of "turbo" cancers. It's real. “As a

heme/onc doc, it's been alarming to see so many COVID vaccinated young patients with very aggressive,

widely metastatic cancers. These cancers metastasize to unusual places and are refractory to therapy

that usually works, and the outcome is often heartbreaking. I've also seen an uptick in patients newly

diagnosed with several different types of cancers simultaneously, which was previously a pretty rare

phenomenon.

Not to mention the unusual clots, myeloproliferative neoplasms, HLH, and other strange hematologic

complications post vaccine. Occasionally I'll get a referral for a post COVID vaccine patient with typical

long haul symptoms who happens to have an abnormal CBC, and it's heartbreaking to hear how they have

been suffering without any clear diagnosis or solution for months/years. So glad that your clinic can help

these folks, and I will send them your way.” pierrekorymedicalmusings.com/p/reports-from-the-front-

lines-of-the-ef4..  (2023).----
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Guillermou

Following the rollout of COVID-19 mRNA vaccines, many young men developed heart disease,

particularly myocarditis, in�ammation of the heart muscle. "It's a large study and it showed that about

half of the young men who got myocarditis had permanent heart damage. That means... we don't

know what percentage will be disabled by this as they age, develop heart failure or need transplants."

heart problems," he said. www.ahajournals.org/.../CIRCULATIONAHA.123.064772  (2023).--
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juststeve

My God Gui! WTF! Just seen a clip featuring Collins no less where he was expressing oh gee, we didn't

know, we don't do those kinds of Risk vs. Rewards analysis, we focus on if this med helps individual

with this one thing, then we use it. (Not a direct quote, but close.) Once upon a time, any med, new

med's were viewed as potentially having harmful side effects. If testing to seem somewhat safe,

released where the doctors viewed on the ground, in the trench's real world in time effects. When

information gathered it would be determined based on the Risk vs.

Reward Ratio if the product may be removed from the market or restricted in certain patients. The

whole bogus quarantine the world as opposed to the long known, time-tested working model, keep

those most venerable quarantined and let the world go about it's business. If Top Dogs' like Fauci or

Collins and too many others have no clue about what Risk vs. Rewards are, what are they doing in

such top positions? After seeing close to four years of what the Risk vs. Rewards have been and who

was expecting to be rewarded, no need to answer that question.

Now we are being pumped up with another plague is on the march. When most likely the last actual

real plague was the Black Plague, hundreds of years ago, and the Spanish Flu death toll may well have

more likely attributed to the newly discovered and overdosed aspirin - pretty suspicious to be running

treadmill plagues back-to-back. Outrageous to have those who should have the most life to live to be

saddled with Dis-ease at best. Death as Mercy. Lots of Rewards though for those who don't want

Unnecessary People hanging around the golf courses.
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You just passionately express great truths, yes, genetic weapons that kill and sicken people for life,

that have caused a great economic crisis that will last a long time. The "o�cial" clinical trials for

COVID shots before they were released to the public in the United States and elsewhere did not tell the

truth, they were illicit. These trials were mired in serious problems, one of which was the fact that That

the researchers allowed members of the control group to receive the experimental injection of mRNA

well before the study periods ended. This premature and astonishingly unscienti�c decision

essentially made the studies illegitimate.

Then propaganda was launched, that is, an aggressive agenda to vaccinate as much of the world's

population as possible was little more than a continuation of Big Pharma's pharmacological

experiments with the approval of the CEC and FDA. These progressively ineffective poisons were sold

to the public as a moral obligation, or imposed on the public under the threat of �nancial hardship, job

loss, and social ostracism. But the truth, critics have argued, is that millions upon millions of

members of the global public were deceived
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And waters are breaching dams in the U.K. and P�zer is deeply sorry. Now the Eyes of the World are

turning onto the States. www.youtube.com/watch
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Truther4trump

I bet the vax pushers are the same people behind the Georgia Guidestones.
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JGW1950

Dr. Mayer Eisenstein, a family doctor who required the mothers of his infant patients to breastfeed but did

not require vaccines, said that of his 35,000 unvaccinated patients, not a single one developed autism.
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This a long one but well worth listening to in its entirety: youtu.be/nNNFj-demy4  And �nally some

o�cial �gures from the O�ce of National Statistics:

www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/birthsdeathsandmarriages/d..
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I suspect that the vaxed group had many other advantages that accompany access to medical care. In

theory, they should have done better than the unvaxed group.
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GoldCoaster

There are teens that got 4 covid shots? That's shocking, as I thought it was only people like the elderly or

immune compromised that went along with the narrative of, get lots of boosters. Who are these teens

getting all these shots? How many shots were required by universities and sporting bodies?

....................... I was waiting in the back waiting room of my local medical center in Australia, where

nurses came out to call patients in. A young mother had 2 very small children and said to the nurse, I'm

here for their �u shots, they're update with all their other shots.I found that disturbing and thought, there's

2 more kids probably on their way to ADHD or autism.

50 years ago only the over 65s were advised to get �u shots. Why would little kids need �u shots? Just as

crazy as giving them covid shots. I did a bit of research and govt's here list all the shots that are free for

children, and the ages to get them, but nothing is said that they're compulsory, so looks like there's no

enforced vax schedule here.
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"Of course" they needed a fourth; the �rst three didn't help! :)
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